
The LHCb Vertex Locator fast calibration

LHCb  and VELO 

The LHCb experiment was changed significantly during the last LHC shutdown 
(2018-2022). It transformed the experiment into a trigger-less system reading out the full 
detector at 40 MHz event rate. The VErtex LOcator (VELO), surrounding the interaction 
region, is used to reconstruct primary and secondary decay vertices and to measure the 
flight distance of long-lived particles. It is a hybrid pixel (55µm x 55µm) detector  read out by 
the VeloPix ASIC [1]. The highest occupancy ASICs will have pixel hit rates of 900 Mhit/s 
and will produce an output data rate over 15 Gbit/s, adding up to 1.6 Tbit/s of data for the 40 
Mpixels of the whole detector. The whole detector will be composed by 52 modules with 12 
VeloPix ASICs on each. 

The off-detector electronics are located in the surface of the experiment. All the LHCb 
subdetectors use a common card, PCIe40 [2], configured by its firmware. VELO uses 4 of 
these boards for control and alignment of the detector and 52 more for the data readout..

VELO front-end calibration process
Fig 1. The VELO Upgrade CAD view (left). Photos of the installation of the detector at the point 8 of the LHC (right).

Calibrating the detector is a key task to ensure a good performance of all the front-end channels, for this reason, different types of scans are performed: Threshold, I-V, Charge Collection Efficiency (CCE), etc. All 
of those are contingent on changing a front-end parameter and counting hits during a given time. The VeloPix chip foresees a pixel threshold scan mode based on in-pixel built-in hit counters and a full column 
readout via the control link. It was found that the in-pixel counters are affected by the ASIC operation, therefore a new calibration architecture through the DAQ links independent on the ASIC operation has been 
developed.. 

Fast calibration overview
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Instead of counting noisy hits simultaneously in the whole 
matrix, a few pixels will send hits through DAQ links to the 
back end boards where they will be counted. The VeloPix 
ASIC readout links allow to send data in parallel of up to 4 
groups of pixels (super pixels) in the same clock cycle. 
Studies on the DAQ link throughput show that we can scan 
32 pixels in parallel without data loss. 

The back-end firmware is divided in two (Fig 2.): one 
placed in the control boards and the other one in the DAQ 
boards. For the former, the control firmware scans over all 
the front-end pixels for the 624 chips of the detector at the 
same time. For the latter, the DAQ firmware simultaneously 
counts 32 pixels per chip. 

Conclusions

Control board firmware

Readout board firmware

As you can see in Fig 3:
- The pixels counted are assigned in a pool architecture, which is common for all the 

front-end ASICs connected to a single DAQ board. 
- Data are read out synchronously and following the LHCb standard architecture.
- Data are readout as special calibration type.
- Resources required to fit the firmware in the Intel Arria 10 FPGA are less than 5% 

of logic and less than 0.2% of memory.

The full detector calibration time is faster and more deterministic on firmware than the VeloPix built-in counters, 1-2 min for the whole detector 
vs 15 min per VELO module. 

Currently, the detector is under commissioning and one of the important tasks to ensure a good performance is a proper calibration of all the 
front-end channels. Control and DAQ firmwares are currently under test and behaving as described previously. The main remaining tasks are: the 
development of the associated software and the interconnection of the control firmware with LHCb alignment signals. It is expected to deploy this 
calibration in the detector by the end of 2022/beginning 2023.

This calibration mode will be used in dedicated data taking runs during the whole VELO Upgrade I operation (2022-2030). 

Fig 2. Architecture overview of the scan. Control board firmware performs 
a quick reconfiguration of the front-end ASICs and DAQ board firmware 
counts the associated hits.

- 32 pixels are configured in parallel for scanning, as shown in 
Fig 4. Scanned pixels are placed in one half of the velopix 
whereas a test pulse pixel is set on the other half. FSM of the 
scan is shown in Fig 5.

- Test pulse is configured to trigger the start of the counters in 
the DAQ board. 

- The active pixels are set depending on configure registers 
firmware (number of steps, initial threshold, step distance, 
etc.).

- Individual ASICs can be offset. 
- Full equalization is estimated to be performed in approx. 1-2 

min.
- Control board firmware is synchronized with LHCb standard 

data taking and fast control (TFC).

Fig 3. DAQ board firmware overview. Each DAQ board keeps 32 counters per active link and a common 
pool for the incoming identified pixels. The output is compliant with LHCb in terms of data format and fast 
control/alignment.

Fig 4. 32 active pixels are highlighted in red on one side of the matrix 
and Testpulse in blue on the other side. The active pixels change 
according to the shift register shown in the top right. The active pixels 
per column are calculated according to the following formula, 
optimizing the ASIC output bandwidth without data loss: active pixel = 
(shift register output)*n +n.
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Fig 6. A scan of the VeloPix threshold is performed in sync with LHCb readout and based on a series of parameters. These parameters allow to customize the number of steps of the scan, step 
distance, type of scan, first threshold, etc. A single firmware block controls ¼ of the detector (156 front-end ASICs), hence an offset stored in a RAM memory could be implemented to differ every 
single chip. Once the per ASIC threshold is built, it is converted to the 14b register values of the VeloPix DAC [1](coarse+fine), shown in the bottom right plot (firmware keeps the same 
conversion as the standard software). To conclude, the configuration is sent to the VeloPix alongside with a test pulse to activate the counting.

Fig 5. FSM overview of the control firmware. 
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